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ADHESION PROPERTIES OF CALCIUM PHOSPHATE COATINGS ON TITANIUM

Abstract: Biocompatible calcium phosphate coatings were obtained by high-frequency magnetron sputtering method on the titanium 
substrate of VT1-0 brand at a high-frequency plasma power of 200 W and a different sputtering time. The results of Auger spectroscopy 

analysis results allowed to determine the detailed structure and phase composition of calcium phosphate coatings formed as a result of 
plasma-chemical reactions on a titanium substrate are presented. It was found that the diffraction peaks corresponding to hydroxyapatite 
shift toward larger angles and the magnitude of the interplanar spacing decreases, which is due to the process of formation of tri-calcium 
phosphate and titanium oxide. The data of sclerometric studies (scratch test) on the adhesion strength of the formed coatings to the 

m, 0.72 m and 1.6 
m) undergo degradation at much lower values   of the load than samples with a higher thickness (0.72 and 1.6 m).

the thickness of the calcium phosphate coating up to 1.6 
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Introduction. Calcium phosphate (CP) compounds 
containing hydroxyapatite (HA) today are the most 
popular and implemented in medical applications, 
such as the manufacture of cement for regenerative 
surgery [1] or forming biocompatible coatings [2-4]. 
A number of methods have been developed to create 
coatings for HA on metal implants. Those already 
have commercial applications: plasma deposition 
[3], microarc oxidation [5] and methods based 
on crystallization coatings of different solutions 
[6], the method of detonation-gas spraying [7], 
electrochemical deposition, sol-gel dip coating [8], 
etc. Each technique has its own scope and certain 
limitations [9].

First of all, the coating must have a high adhesion 
to the substrate to ensure its high practicality. On 
medical implants with weakly-adhesive coatings, 

limits the effectiveness of the implant [10].
In accordance with current researches, the use 

of the magnetron sputtering method provides a high 
adhesion strength between the substrate and the 
coating. Under optimal experimental conditions, 
the coatings are close in stoichiometric composition 
to the composition of the initial target. High-
frequency magnetron sputtering method (HFMS) is 

composition of the coating by varying either the 
composition of the initial target for sputtering 
or deposition parameters (discharge power, the 
working gas, and others.) [11].

One of the most important features of 
biocompatible coatings is their resisting power. 
A scratch test method [12] is used to assess the 
adhesion strength of coatings and their physico-
mechanical properties. The scratch test method is 
a simple, semi-quantitative method which can be 
applicable in measuring the adhesion strength of 
various coating-substrate systems. It consists of 
application of a normal load on the sample surface 
through the indenter, which moves along the 
surface of the sample at a constant speed [13]. The 
sclerometry method allows to reveal a threshold 

and detaches from the substrate. Figure 1 shows 
the adhesion strength values   of the HA coatings on 
Ti-6Al-4V using various production techniques. 

Coatings obtained by magnetron sputtering have 
the highest adhesion to the substrate as compared 
to other methods. This is due to the possibility of 
combining the cleaning of the substrate surface by 
ion bombardment followed by sputtering [15, 16].
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Figure 1 - Comparison of adhesion properties of coating obtained 
by different application methods [14]

The preliminary preparation of the substrate 
surface prior to deposition is important for high 
adhesion, since its purity determines the level 
of chemical bonding at the coating-substrate 
interface. In addition, the surface relief (roughness) 
greatly affects the strength of the adhesion of the 
bone tissue to the implant. This, in turn, creates the 
necessary conditions for germination of the cells of 
biostructures into cavities of various shapes with 
the formation of a strong connection between the 
implant and the tissue [17, 18]. In [19], coatings 
obtained by microarc oxidation were investigated, 
their structure, and morphology were studied. A 
high value of the roughness parameter, Ra, was 
noted. Also, in [20], the authors investigated the 
effect of heat treatment of biocomposites on their 
structure, morphology and, in particular, adhesion 
properties. To determine the scratch resistance 

a scratch test was carried out with an increasing 
load of 0.9 to 5 N. It was found that the coatings 
obtained had high wear resistance and adhesion 
characteristics, as well as low elasticity moduli 

adhesion and cohesive properties, wear resistance 

Thus, in order to reveal the adhesive properties 
of our samples, calcium phosphate coatings of 
different thicknesses on a titanium substrate were 
obtained by the authors. For rapid germination 
(ostiointegration), it is necessary to have a 
structure with a developed surface, which has high 
adhesion and cohesive properties, wear resistance. 
Proceeding from this, the aim of the work was to 

study the adhesion properties of calcium phosphate 

formed with the help of plasma of high-frequency 
magnetron discharge.

Experimental part.
. For the application of CP coatings, an 

universal post with a magnetron source VUP-5M. 
The operating frequency of the high-frequency 
(HF) generator is equal to 5.28MHz. The following 
sputtering coating modes were used: the working 
pressure in the chamber after the argon inlet was 0.1 
Pa, the distance between the target and the substrate 
was 40 mm, the sputtering time, depending on the 
required thickness, was 10, 80, 190 min.

Prior to the deposition process, the pressure in 
the reaction vacuum chamber was reduced to a value 

-3 Pa. The substrate was heated to 900 °C. 
Further, an ultra high purity argon was fed into the 
chamber until the working pressure of 0.1 Pa was 
reached and stabilized in the chamber. The residual 
pressure was monitored automatically using the 

of ± 0.1 Pa. After reaching the required pressure, the 
power supplies of the heater and the power supply 
of the high-frequency generator were switched on, 
and in the working volume of the vacuum chamber a 
high-frequency plasma was ignited between the target 
and the substrate in the argon gas atmosphere. Then 
a magnetron was connected at a radiation power of 
the generator of 200 W, and due to plasma-chemical 
reactions on the titanium substrate a coating was 
deposited.

Titanium plates of VT1-0 brand with chemical 
composition in%: Fe-0.25, Si-0.1, Ti-99.7, O-0.2 were 
used as substrates. A disk with 120 mm in diameter 
target from a pressed powdered HA functioned as a 
target. The dispersion of the HA particles was equal 

was carried out by the Auger spectroscopy method 
using a Skhuna-2 device (NPO Electron, Russia). 
Adhesive properties of CP coatings were measured 
using a Revetest scratch tester (CSM Instruments, 
Switzerland). The studies were carried out in the 
Laboratory of Nanostructural Biocomposite Physics 
at the Tomsk Polytechnic University.

The phase composition study of the samples 
was carried out using the diffractometer D8 

Laboratory for Collective Use in the Priority 
Direction of “Technologies of the Hydrocarbon 
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and Mining and Metallurgical Sectors and Related 
Service Industries” of the Institute of Metallurgy 

form. The processing of X-rays to determine the 

carried out by the program Origin Pro 8.1. During 
the phase analysis the PCPDFWIN program with 
the PDF-2 diffractometric data base were used.

Results and discussion. The main structural 
elements of the hydroxyapatite sputtered target 
such as calcium, phosphorus, oxygen, and also 
titanium (substrate) can be found on Auger spectra 

be seen in the Figure 2, the elements are equally 

cover the substrate. In the contact area between the 

the coating and substrate elements can be observed, 
which shows the formation of chemical connection 

adhesion.

thickness of CP coatings formed by the HFMS method within 

On the diffractogram (Figure 3) there 
are reflections from the (002), (211), 
(310), (213) planes corresponding to 
hydroxyapatite (JCPDS # 09-0432),
Ti (200), (101) (JCPDS # 44 -1294), calcium 
oxide (220) (JCPDS # 77-2376) and titanium 
oxide (213) (JCPDS # 21-1272). The X-ray 
diffraction pattern of the target HA and the 
obtained coating shows the presence of the peaks 
Ca10(PO4)6(OH)2 2 3(PO4)2.
The diffraction lines corresponding to the HA 
are shifted toward larger angles, and accordingly 

the value of the interplanar distances decreases, 
which is apparently due to the formation of 
tricalcium phosphate and titanium oxide.

Adhesion of the resulting CP coating was 
measured by sclerometry method. The parameters of 
the scratch test were as follows: the maximum load 
was 2 N, the rate of change of the normal loading on 
the sample was 2 N/min, the speed of the indenter was 
7 mm/min, the scratch length was 7 mm, and the tip 

Adhesive properties were measured on coatings 

Figures 4-7 show the measurements of acoustic 

obtained during the coating scratch test. By changing 
the curves of the dependence of the CR and AE on 
the load on the indenter, the critical values   that
characterize the plastic indentation of the indenter 
into the substrate with peeling of the coating are 

optical microscope Revetest.
Figure 4 shows the dependence of the change in the 

CR and the signal AE, which arise when indenter is 
pressed into the coating. The parameters of the sample 
are as follows: the sputtering time of the HA is 10 

The destruction of the CP coating begins when the 
intensity of the indenter is 0.27 N, as shown in Figure 
4a. In this case, there is a sharp increase in both AE 

of destruction of the coating. The microphotographs 
of the coating surface show traces of scratches when 
the intensity of the indenter loading is 0.08 N and 
0.27 N (Figures 4b and 4c, respectively).
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Figure 4 - Change in CR and AE signal with increasing applied 
load for CP coatings (4a) and coating microphotography under 

load F = 0.08 N (4b) and F = 0.27 N (4c)

Figure 5 - Change in CR, AE signal (5a) with increasing 
applied load for CP coatings and surface microphotography under 

load F = 0.85 N (5b) and F = 1.65 N (5c).

Figure 5 shows the dependencies of the CR and 
AE on one of the three scratch tests performed for 

sputtering time is 80 minutes). The presence of the 

to the parameters of the surface roughness. As the 
loading force increases, the coating degrades, but 
with further displacement of the indenter, there are 
no visible signs of destruction of the coating, both in 
the scratching zone and along its edges (Figure 5).
This indicates a high cohesive and adhesion strength 
of CP coatings formed by the method of HFMS. 
The destruction of the CP coverage area at a load 
of 0.85 N is shown in a micrograph (Figure 5b). 

of coating of CP on titanium have high adhesion.
To analyze the adhesion properties of the surface 

of the CP, scratch tests were performed at different 
sites. It should be noted that one of the three scratches 

did not lead to the destruction of the coating at a load 
of 2 N. On the microphotography of the scratch, the 
deformation front is noticeable in the form of waves 
of forward needles. At a maximum load of 2 N, at 
the end of the scratch, “bulk” is observed, which 
indicates a high plasticity of the coating (Figure 6c) 
[12]. There are no swelling of the surface near the 
scratch, which indicates a high value of adhesion. 
From the data presented on the graph of AE and CR 
dependences (Figures 6a and 6b) on the loading force, 
it is determined that the load at 1.8 N corresponds to 
the beginning of the surface destruction. In addition, 
the scratch test showed that further loading did 
not lead to the destruction of the coating, which is 
clearly seen in the micrograph (Figure 6c). This high 
adhesion strength is achieved through the formation 
of chemical bonds between the coating elements and 
the substrate at the interface.

In the case of a coating with a thickness of 

significantly different from the thin coatings of 

sample showed the formation of splits and chips 
along the scratching at a load of already 0.54 N 
(Figure 7b). The increase in the load leads 
to a change in the CR and the amplitude 
of the AE (Figure 7a). With a loading 
force of 0.81 N, the indenter pushes the 
coating, which is observed on a micrograph 
(Figure 7c). The beginning of the destruction 
of the film was fixed at a load value of 0.81 N 
(Figure 7a). Analysis of literature data showed 
that the adhesion strength of coatings with a 

[21]. 
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Figure 6 - Change in CR, AE signal (6a, 6b) with increasing 
applied load on the CP coating and surface microphotography 

under load F = 2 N (6c)

The reason for the high adhesion strength is most 
likely a thin oxide layer of TiO2, which promotes 
the formation of a strong covalent bond between the 
substrate and the coating [22], and also correlates well 
with X-ray phase analysis data (Figure 3). In addition, 

of the load on the CP coating in 2 N, there was no 
destruction.

have higher strength adhesion and cohesive resistance.

Figure 7 - Dependences of AE and CR (7a) CP coatings with a 

F = 0.54 N (7b) and F = 0.81 N (7c)

Conclusions. Through the use of high-frequency 
magnetron sputtering, thin calcium phosphate 
coatings with high substrate adhesion were formed. 
Analysis of the experimental results obtained in the 
study of the structure and adhesion properties of 

adhesion properties improve. Films with a thickness 

cohesive resistance. Thus, as a result of the research, 
optimal experimental regimes and parameters were 
determined for obtaining qualitative CP coatings.
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